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-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
1. Introduction                                                           [INT] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Welcome. This FAQ includes the full way on haw to finish this side mission  
in Resident Evil 4. This FAQ is straight to the point, this means that you  
should already know the basic movements and haw to play as this mini game  
plays exactly like the normal game. Any way I have included the best way I  
know, if you think you have a better or more easy way than don稚 hesitate  
to email me and if the information is correct you will be credited. Enjoy.  

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
2. Version History                                                        [VHS] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Version 1.00 2:37 AM October 28th, 2005 
Finished all the FAQ after a long play and write session:) 

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
3. Basic mission knowledge                                                [BMN] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Your mission is to Collect 5 Plaga samples and make it to the rendezvous  
point. Easy? Think again. You will face many enemies on your way and the  
hardest part is that your weak, you lose your health faster than Leon or  
anybody else. Don稚 worry tough, if you stick to what this FAQ says you  
should have almost no problem. I should also mention that I divided this  
mission into 3 parts. The island, the lab and the final Jack Krauser fight.  
Ok lets move to the walkthrough shall we?  

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
4. Walktrough 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
3-1. The Island                                                           [ISL] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
From the start follow the path until it turns, stop here. Switch to your Rifle  
and aim ahead. You should see Ganado with a helmet shot him. Now switch back  
to your punisher and continue your way. After your second jump you will see 2  
Ganado standing, shot the first one that comes in the face and kick him.  

This should push him on the sound one giving you the time to run by with out  
getting hit, if not shot the other one in the face and kick. Run pass them  
until you come to a small bridge to the left with ganados standing, continue  
forward to another Ganado, kick him and head forward.  

Now climb up and get the Yellow Herb and Grenade. Now get down and wait for  
the ganados to get to you or you could just stand up and shot at them with  
your punisher one by one. Remember shot the face and kick to the end. Kill  
them all and take what they drop, get all the way back to the small bridge  
and cross it to the other side killing the Ganado and following the path to  
the end where you have to jump to the other side, don稚 jump yet instead  
switch to your Rifle and aim at top right.  

You should see 2 ganados standing, eliminate them and jump to the other side.  
Now switch to your granad and run to the broken wall near the left path, throw  



the grande and get back. This should kill all of the ganados but just incuse  
wait and see if some one survived, if so shot him with the punisher.  

Get the handgun ammo on the right boxes and go trough the left path into the  
room. Get TMP ammo and quickly switch to your Rifle as the Big gun man will  
come trough the end door. Stand where you are until the gunman is visible,  
shot him in his head until he goes down. Now switch back to the punisher and  
kill the ganados that are running to you. You may also use your TMP if you get  
surrounded, watch your health as you fight them, you should stand in the room  
and wait for them to come to you.  

After you kill them get all what they left, get up from the right room and  
take the First Aid Spray, get the Green Herb near the boxes right ahead of  
the rooms, and another on the left side of the stairs. Now turn back and go  
into than on the room and get all the ammo, enter trough the big door. Run  
till you see Ganado aiming on you with his bow gun, kill him  and 2 others  
will appear one with a shield, kill them and continue forward.  

Now you will see a ladder on your right and a Red Herb at the end, get it  
and Climb the ladder. Head strait and to the right for a Green Herb and Rifle  
ammo in side the 2 barrels. Now head forward to the jump point and wait for  
the Ganado to jump, right after that shot him in the face and kick him , he  
will fall down trough the gap. Wait for 2 other ones than jump.  

Immediately switch to your Rifle and shot the 2 far ganados, jump through  
the left window and get the handgun ammo, turn to the left and continue  
through the path to the Yellow Herb. Head back and take the other path, at  
its end will be explosive barrel, shot it and a path will open go trough,  
climb up and get the grenade.  

Get back killing any Ganados on the way and get out of the room. Move little  
further and switch to your rifle, shot the Ganado that comes on top right and 
continue forward. Again move little further and quickly shot the explosive  
barrel at the top, if you aim little further you will also see 2 Ganados,  
kill them, get the TMP ammo on the boxes, get back and go trough the left path. 

You will come to a hand grenade, get it and jump down or stand shooting the  
down ganados. Go straight till you come to the table on the left with a Green  
Herb, get it and continue your way. Now you will see a box with Rifle ammo on  
top, get it and shot the Ganado that is standing on top of the end building.  

Another Ganado is hiding near t so shot him and wait for the 2 others to come  
behind you, kill them and get all the dropped. Now climb up the ladder and  
enter the lab trough the ventilation hole.  

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
3-2. The Laboratory                                                       [LAB] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
From the start follow the right path picking the Green Herb and killing the  
Ganado on the way and enter trough the last door. Get the TMP ammo on the  
computer desk and kill the 2 ganados inside the mini room, break the glass  
and take the Yellow Herb, and enter trough the next door.  

Here you will see a Ganado, kill them and get the first Plaga Sample from  
the dead man. Exit all the way back to where you first came in killing the  
new ganados on the way. On your way back you look for a hanging box on the  
left wall, open it and get the hand gun ammo. Right after the box you will  
see a left path taking you to where you came in and the straight path, take  
the straight path and enter trough the door with your Rifle attached and  



reloaded. 

Walk slowly forward and take left side Ganado than quickly turn and kill the  
right path one. Enter trough the door before the right path. Get the Green  
Herb to the left, run forward and break the glass and get the hand grenade.  
Now enter the right mini room and get the second Plaga sample hidden inside  
the locker, attach the Rifle and exit.  

Get back to the left door and stand waiting for the Ganado to come, kill him.  
Right after that an Iron Madden will run in, switch to hand grenade and run  
away from him to the left path, turn around and throw the hand grenade at him,  
if he managed to hit you on your way don稚 hesitate to use any health item as  
another hit form him and you will die starting everything form the beginning.  

Get TMP ammo form the briefcase, switch to your rifle and wait for him to get  
up. Shot him in the head as soon as he gets up and he will die, another Ganado  
will enter the room, kill him. Another Iron Madden will inter the room so get  
your hand grenade ready again, finish him with the Rifle and exit trough the  
right path.  

Run to the end of the corridor picking the hand gun ammo to the left of  
a door, enter it. 2 ganados will be waiting inside, kill them and pick the  
Rifle ammo of the desk. See the ganados from the glass? Aim your Rifle to  
the big gun guy痴 head and shot it at lest 2 times and run to the door you  
came in. He will start shooting killing some ganados as a result. Wait little  
and a Ganado will come from the other door, kill him with your Rifle without  
moving and wait for the big guy to come in, shot him in his head and run  
through the door and get down running to the exit door.  

A small group of ganados will com, one of them have dynamite so you have  
two choose here ether blast them until they all die or wait for that Ganado  
to light up his dynamite than quickly shot him until he die dropping the  
dynamite making it explode killing every one except you, make sure your  
standing at a safe distains tough. Get the Red Herb behind and exit.  

Keep going taking the  
Green Herb on the way till you come to a room with a Ganado inside. Walk  
little further and a Ganado will turn the lock switch on, now you have to  
kill them and turn the switch off. Another group of ganados will run in,  
First get the TMP ammo of the table and start blasting the ganados.  

Exit and run forward picking the Yellow Herb of the corner. Don稚 exit trough  
the north door instead enter the right door killing all ganados, picking up  
the TMP ammo and the third Plaga Sample. Get back and exit trough the north  
door on your right, continue running to the other door, open it and a Ganado  
will standing to your right, kill him and get the TMP ammo of the table.  

Now make your way through the room killing ganados and picking the Green Herb  
to the left right before the stares. Kill the 2 ganados than pick the Red Herb  
and the hand gun ammo. As soon as you try to exit trough the door a group of  
ganados with the big gun man will come in form the upper room, get the hand  
grenade ready and wait for them to come down.  

Throw the first grenade and wait for the gun man to come down, as he do throw  
the second grenade at him. Finish him off with the Rifle, walk away from the  
door and another group of ganados will come in, kill them and exit to another  
corridor with a door at the end.  

As you run 2 ganados with dynamite will open the door, wait for one of them  
to light his dynamite and shot him, or you can shot the hands so the dynamite  



explodes, enter the north door, pick up the Yellow Herb and the TMP ammo, get  
back and exit trough the left door. Run forward opening the door, killing the  
Ganado, and picking up the Green Herb.  

Now turn to your left and kill the Ganado and get the hand gun ammo form the  
briefcase. Jump in the mini room killing another Ganado and taking the forth  
Plaga Sample from the big capsule. As you do the exit door will be locked with  
a group of ganados coming in, break the right side glass and get the 2 Rifle,  
TMP ammo and blast them.  

Don稚 bother with the hand gun ammo, just go back, jump over, turn to your  
left and turn off the lock form the red glowing computer. Jump over and head  
to the door but before you exit take the Yellow, Green, and Red Herbs. A group  
of ganados with Iron Madden will enter, just dodge them and exit through the  
door, Go through the next door to your final battle.   

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
3-3. Finial Battle                                                        [FBT] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
Equip the hand grenade and run to the end, suddenly you will see Krauser  
running at you from behind. Quickly turn and throw the hand grenade, now  
equip the TMP and shot his head while his down hurt from the explosive.  

The idea is you have to wait till he comes really close to you, as soon as  
he remove his mutated arm blast his head, if you put enough bullets in him  
he will get hurt. Some times when he gets real close a combination of a two  
buttons to press at once will appear on the screen, don稚 worry its ether  
L+R or B+A so you wont get confused.  

The other good news is that if you die you will restart at the beginning of  
the battle instead of the island. There are also 4 barrels with TMP, hand  
gun ammo, and first aid spry. It takes a couple of tries to get used to but  
its easy. After you defeat him, he will escape leaving the last Plaga Sample.  

Pick it up and exit trough the elevator. Get inside the room and operate the  
calling system. Well done.  

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
5. Tips/Strategies                                                        [TPS] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Remember and use this tips to have better chance of survivor: 

1. Use your Handgun and TMP more than the Rifle as you will need it for more  
   difficult enemy and situations.   

2. Stay at safe distains while fighting the enemas.  

3. Never use the Rifle if your surrounded.  

3. Watch your health while fighting the enemies, if you need a healing item  
   use it. Don稚 wait until after the fight because Ada take more damage than  
   Leon.  

4. Don稚 shot the enemies while they are down, wait for them to get up than  
   shot them.  

5. Try to use the Shot in the face than kick strategy, it will save you ammo.  



6. Don稚 stand in one spot shooting if your surrounded, try to run away or  
   stand with a wall behind you.   

7. Never use the Rifle on the Final Battle.  

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
6. FAQ                                                                    [FAQ] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Q: Is this a part of the story? 

A: Yes, its shows you what was Ada doing while Leon was busy saving the  
   president daughter.  

Q2: I don稚 have any ammo left what should I do? 

A2: Stick to the FAQ, if you do exactly what it says you will have more than  
    enough.  

Q3: Krauser fight is very hard, any tips? 

A3: As I said its easy once you get used to it, just wait till he gets close  
    to you and remove his mutated arm shot him in the face. Watch out for the  
    button pressing action, you will lose health if you miss.  

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
7. Legal Disclaimer                                                       [LDR] 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Copyright (c) 2005 Adam Copper 
This FAQ is registered with the Copyright Office. It may not be placed 
on any public display including and not limited to websites, magazines, 
or any other distributed form. Any part of it may not be used anywhere 
under any circumstances. No money must be made of it, selling, giving 
away with a parches is prohibit. This FAQ was created for private personal 
use only, violation any of these terms will result in taking legal action 
against you immediately. 

All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by  
their respective trademark and copyright holders. 

IF YOU WANT TO USE THIS FAQ ON YOUR WEBSITE, YOU MUST REQUEST PERMISSION  
FROM ME. SEND ME YOU'R WEBSITE URL, THAN WAIT FOR MY PERMISSION. IF YOU  
USE THIS FAQ OR ANY PART OF IT WITHOUT MY PERMISSION ON YOUR WEBSITE OR  
ANY PUBLIC DISPLAY, YOU WILL FORCE ME TO TAKE LEGAL ACTION IMMEDIATLY.  
  
This FAQ can only appear on the following websites: 

.(GameFAQs) http://www.gamefaqs.com 

.(Cheat Codes) http://www.cheatcodes.com  

.(Neosekeer) http://www.neosekeer.com 

.(IGN) http://faqs.ign.com 

If anyone fined this FAQ on any unlisted site please inform me ASAP. 
E-MAIL: adam3k3@gmail.com 



Contac information 

I may be contacted at any time via my e-mail, (adam3k3@gmail.com). 
If you have any questions, contributions, corrections, or anything else 
feel free to e-mail, just make sure to put "Game Name" as a subject and 
watch how fast I delete your e-mail if you acutely put "Game Name" as a 
subject! 

READ THOSE RULES BEFORE SENDING AN E-MAIL: 

Types I WILL accept: 
. Questions that are NOT answered in the FAQ 
. Contributions  
. Corrections  
. Asking if you can put it on your website  

Types I will NOT accept: 
. Hate mail  
. Chain letters 
. Questions already answered in this FAQ 
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--------------------------------------------------- 
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. You for reading this FAQ. 
. Me for creating this FAQ for all of you out there. 
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